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As he is driving home from a minister's conference, Baptist minister Don Piper collides with a

semi-truck that crosses into his lane. He is pronounced dead at the scene. For the next 90 minutes,

Piper experiences heaven where he is greeted by those who had influenced him spiritually. He

hears beautiful music and feels true peace.Back on earth, a passing minister who had also been at

the conference is led to pray for Don even though he knows the man is dead. Piper miraculously

comes back to life and the bliss of heaven is replaced by a long and painful recovery.For years

Piper kept his heavenly experience to himself. Finally, however, friends and family convinced him to

share his remarkable story.
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90 Minutes in Heaven is more than a faith-based film. It is a faith-enhancing story that not only

provides a version of the afterlife, it also provides a vision into the heart and soul of a believer



struggling to save his life and his faith, battling depression. One might also marvel at the

medical/scientific advancements related to the victim's recovery from near-fatal injuries. The story

also testifies to the "suffering," faith, love, and patience of those who had to watch and support him

through it. The only criticism I could offer would be casting a Canadian as the lead character doing

his best to sound like a southerner in the US. It's not an easy sound to mimic without indigenous

exposure. Even so, it was a stellar performance. The special effects in the visuals related to the

accident rival any five-star, multimillion dollar budgeted film. I am better for having seen it!

I liked your book. Yes you most certainly was dead. God works in mysterious ways to send the

other preacher right there to pray for you and to sing the old song ....then you sang with him even

though they said you were dead. I believe God will work more and more miracles in our life. You are

doing the right thing by spreading the news in churches and at other places to show the world God

is merciful and loving, who also healed you while you were in the car. I am speaking on the insides

and your neck..etc. MIRACLE! I had read your book before but got it again on Kindle I just had to

feel that love again when you are surrounded by HIS love. Thank you so much for sharing. The only

reason I clicked on a 4 is in 90 mins when Heaven feels like weeks if your there even 30 mins there

is more. Maybe the Lord made him forget those things for they would hurt him or interfere with his

purpose. You don't spend 90 mins in heaven without seeing MORE of heaven yet you do not see

the face of God until you really die.

A well written and very interesting account of his experience. The book is extremely Christian

based, which is understandable due to his belief system. I did find it a bit restrictive in that area,

since I have more spiritual leanings. I thought his honestly, courage and strength in overcoming

such a horrible event were amazing. I do believe in miracles and the power of prayer, and that the

collective power of it saved his life. I was most impressed with his honesty about the depression,

anger and other psychological struggles he went through during his recovery. His ability to use this

experience to help so many other people is commendable.

This amazing story gave me chills. Don Piper's depiction of his experience of heaven was

beautifully vivid and moved me almost to tears as he described being reunited with loved ones who

had passed away before him, and a feeling of being overwhelmed by complete and total love.After

he returned to life, and to his broken body, the amount of pain and suffering he endured is almost

beyond comprehension. It was absolutely heart-wrenching to read the extent of his injuries, the



painful procedures he endured, as well as his feelings of hopelessness, and his battles with

depression- but clearly God was with him along the way, helping to strengthen him and shape him

as he recovered, so that he could share his story, and his faith, with others. I'm reminded of the

scripture in Romans 8:28 that tells us God works all things together for good, and I feel like that is

exactly what He did for this man. His accounting helps reaffirm our belief that God is with us, and

has a purpose for each of us, and that one day He will call us home to be with Him.90 Minutes In

Heaven is both a great witnessing tool for loved ones who question the reality of an afterlife, or

wonder where they will go when they die, as well as a source of comfort for those who are

struggling with an illness or death. This story is one of hope, that if we only accept Christ into our

hearts, one day we will be with him in heaven, in perfect peace and love, for all eternity. What a

comforting thought!

My sister-in-law was adamant that I read this book. I didn't understand her feeling that way. The

further into the book, I realized she had been asking the question Why? for many years. Her

daughter, my niece was killed in an automobile accident on Christmas Eve leaving behind two

young children. This event was difficult for everyone, but my sister-in-law seemed to take it the

hardest. By the time I was halfway through the book, I understood her urgency. She (and I) now

know that our loved ones are truly no longer suffering and will be waiting for us when we crossover.

We are left here on Earth for a reason Even though we sometimes wonder Why?...........

I wish everyone would read it, and the other couple look up the girl that saw heaven and then came

back and can paint him, and when the little boy who also Colton and if you don't believe after and or

before that in fact you are a hard sell, and I am GLAD I believed BEFORE I read either story.
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